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The first five days after the weekend are always the hardest.

Entertainment

Bear takes accidental joyride
in unlocked Subaru

GERGELY DUDÁS/DUDOLF

Can you find the penguin among the flock
of toucans in this viral brainteaser?
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olice in Colorado said a bear ‘butt-shifted’ a car into neutral and took an unintentional joyride down a hill.
The Boulder County Sheriff’s Office said the bear apparently opened
the doors of the unlocked car and
ended up closed inside, UPI wrote.
Marks inside the car indicate the bear
tried to claw its way out through all four

doors, but instead “butt-shifted the car into
neutral.”
The car ended up rolling out of the driveway
and about 100 feet down the hill.
“The four-legged suspect swiped a tree, rendering the car undrivable, but in the process
popped a door open, and fled on foot... er, on
paws in an unknown direction,” the sheriff’s
office said.

Wallenda breaks own world
record with Canadian wire walk
Professional daredevil Nik
Wallenda broke a Guinness World Record when
he walked 1,808 feet
across a tightrope in a Canadian city.
Wallenda, part of the
Flying Wallendas family of
circus performers, walked
from the kids midway
crane to the Rotary Dream
Home at the Calgary Stampede in Alberta, according
to UPI.
The
performer,
who
walked a high wire over
New York’s Times Square
with his sister, Lijana Wallenda, just two weeks

time Book of Hidden Things’.
In his newest brainteaser, Dudás has
hidden a penguin among a flock of toucans. Can you find it?
Take a look at the image:
Were you able to find the penguin?
If not, don’t worry.
Keep looking.
It’s there somewhere.
If you’re still stuck, the answer is revealed below.
Keep going if you want to see it.
Last chance to turn back!
Here it is:
The penguin has a gray face with a
white belly, while the surrounding toucans
have white faces and gray bodies.
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earlier, broke his own Guinness World Record for longest urban high-wire walk.

True or false crossword

UPI

A pair of wildlife trappers were called to a South Carolina, the US, retention pond for an unusual rescue involving an alligator with a soccer ball stuck in its mouth.
James Sargent, a trapper with The Snake Catcher,
responded with helper Chris Boone to the pond in the
Osprey Cove neighborhood of Myrtle Beach when
neighbors reported the gator, a beloved local resident,
had apparently attempted to eat a soccer ball and got
the sports equipment stuck in its jaws, UPI reported.
“It almost looked like he wasn’t alive at the time,”
Sargent told WBTW-TV. “But then I did see him moving so I knew he was alive.”
Sargent shared photos and video of the unusual rescue, which he said marked the first time an alligator
had managed to pull him into the water.
“I have to physically catch him like a fish, bring
him close enough to where we can then get the snare
on him,” he said. “Once we get the snare on him that’s
connected to a rope so then we got a good hold on it.”
The soccer ball was removed and the gator was released back into the pond, eliciting cheers from the
crowd of onlookers.
“If only every neighbor was as accepting of their
gators as Osprey Cove,” Sargent wrote on Facebook.
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Gergely Dudás’ viral works of art challenge people to look closely at an image to find something that doesn’t quite
belong.
In past brainteasers, he’s hidden a panda
among snowmen, a card among gift bags,
a heart among elephants, a lollipop among
ice cream cones, a bunny among cats, a
star among Jack-o’-lanterns, a snowman
among snowflakes, and a heart among
flowers, according to Insider.
He’s also released three books of
brainteasers: One of holiday puzzles
called ‘Bear’s Merry Book of Hidden
Things’, a Halloween-themed book
called ‘Bear’s Spooky Book of Hidden
Things’, and his latest, ‘Bear’s Spring-

Alligator with soccer ball
stuck in mouth rescued
in South Carolina

The walk, about 30 feet
over the ground, lasted for
about 30 minutes.

In this crossword there are two clues for each word.
Can you work out which is true and which is false?
ACROSS
1. People in general / Personal (6)
4. Have no ambition / Strive for success (6)
9. Lawful / Unlawful (5)
10. Sincere / Insincere (7)
11. Inside / Outside (7)
13. Synthetic material / Natural material (5)
14. Main meal / Light meal (5)
16. Started / Finished (5)
21. More / Less (5)
23. Proved / Disproved (7)
25. Action / Inaction (7)
26. Excitement / Boredom (5)
28. Assail / Defend (6)
29. Children / Grownups (6)

DOWN
1. Tanned / Pale (6)
2. Large / Small (3)
3. Ice hut / Wooden hut (5)
5. Usual / Unsual (7)
6. Perfect / Imperfect (5)
7. Get longer / Get shorter (6)
8. Continue / Discontinue (5)
12. Noise / Quiet (3)
15. Orderly / Disorderly (7)
17. Mammal / Insect (3)
18. Part of the foot / Part of the eye (6)
19. Wide / Narrow (5)
20. Lets in / Lets out (6)
22. Larceny / Charity (5)
24. Captured / Released (5)
27. Something / Nothing (3)

Yesterday’s solution

Sudoku
Sudoku was inspired by the table devised by Iranian mathematician
Khwarizmi. Fill 9×9 grid with digits so that each column, each row
and each of the nine 3×3 sub-grids that compose the grid, contains
all of the digits from 1 to 9.

